ROLL & ROLL
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ROLL & ROLL is a tropical oasis of calm and relaxation. The atmosphere here is really unique.
When entering the restaurant, it is easy to imagine oneself in a bungalow on a tropical island, or
in a jungle, even if one has never been to these places. Hanging from the ceiling are stretched
hammocks woven by hand, and in the bar, one can find bottles made into a real boat, canoe,
and the posts are made from wood.

Soul is not only in the interior, but also in the kitchen. The basis of the menu is Japanese
cuisine. Roll & Roll offers a wide variety of sushi, sashimi rolls, which have become
commonplace, California rolls, Philadelphia rolls, miso soup, and unusual rolls such as the
dragon roll with eel.

Roll & Roll offers also European dishes such as succulent medallions of veal, European salads,
as well as all your favorite Italian dishes. Roll & Roll offers a great selection of fresh juices, more
than 12 beers, and 50 types of alcoholic beverages. Almost every guest will find something
interesting and tasty, and will find affordable prices for everything.

Roll & Roll also offers performances by musicians and DJs in the evenings. During the day, one
can relax to easy, pleasant music. In the main hall of the restaurant, there is a separation zone
from sound; the music is louder in the other areas of the restaurant. Each guest can choose a
convenient place, depending on ones preference.

Business hours: Sunday through Thursday 11 am - 2 am; Friday, Saturday 11 am - 5 am Aver
age check:
500 RUB
Address:
Elgelsa pr 120/A. Metro Ozerki (метро Озерки)
Other:
Drawing tools
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ROLL & ROLL

Cuisine:
Japanese, sushi, European, Italian
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